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There la a big need for a drift set that will 
stand up under the pressures met with in underground mining* 
Experiments made by Hleh&rd 8* Baily in the mining department 
of the University of California have brought out the fast 
that laboratory methods may be utilised in reproducing the 
simpler types of underground forces* such as filled ground 
or prosatires caused by filling material in atopes* with some 
degree of success* Models of actual timber sets in use in 
the griasley levels of a mine in iriaena using the block cav
ing system of mining* have been tested and have shown that 
they break in exactly the same manner as the actual tiraber-aets* 
These tests were made with uniform pressure in all directions# 
and therefore will apply to localities where the pressures 
are also of this type*

This thesis is on a problem in which timber-set 
stresses were studied in three ways* first by applying the 
pressure uniformly all around the set; second by applying 
the pressure uniformly but with a systematic interruption of 
load application; and third* by applying the pressure 
vertically only*

These testa may be taken as a beginning for future 
studies in the field of subsidence* which is one of today1 a 
greatest mining problems* If more basic facts were known 
about subsidence it would be a great help in designing timber
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supports to withstand, the unknown pressuras of subsidence* 
Unfortunately# however, very little is known about the lews 
and forces of subsidence! therefore it is necessary to use 
laboratory methods and forces, which in this case are of a 
simple nature*

It is the purpose of this Investigation to study 
the ways in which timber*set models fail under pressure and 
through these tests arrive at a possible conclusion as to 
the best type of design for particular loading conditions*



PROPERTIES OF WOOD

A lengthy discussion on the physical and mechanical 
properties of wood is not attempted here; however, it would 
seem that a few fundamental facts shout the physical and 
mechanical properties of woods used in mine timbering might 
serve as a basis upon which further analysis and intelligent 
discussion could be based.

Structure of Wood in General

Wood is built up of elongated cells called fibers#
A typical cell consists of a wall surrounding a cavity which 
is full of a jelly*like substance called protoplasm, in 
which the life.processes are carried out* In the wood of 
living trees comparatively few cells, however, contain living 
protoplasm*^ In most of the cells in wood the protoplasm 
disappears as the cells mature and they become filled with 
air and water or- varying proportions of each* This- cellular 
structure of wood, which is a more or less coherent but 
porous material, forms most of the advantages and also the 
disadvantages of wood# Because wood is a compact homogeneous 
material, it has the property of absorbing shocks and vibra
tions to a great degree* These shocks and vibrations may be 
caused by driving a nail into the wood, in which case the 
cells give way and rearrange themselves permitting the nail 
to penetrate#
^Koehler, Arthurs "Properties and UaesofWood0, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc* Hew York, 1924* Page 2*
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fhere are two types of wooda* hardwoods and soft
woods* fhe structure of the softwoods is different from that 
of the hardwoods in that the hardwood contains certain 
comparatively large open-end cells or pores in addition to 
the small closed-end cells or fibers; the softwoods do not 
eon tain these large pores— they have only the cells# Sap is 
conducted from the roots to the leaves by the large pores in 
hardwoods; the softwoods use their cells for this purpose# 
since they have no pores*

fhe terms "hardwood” and "softwood” do not have any 
bearing on the mechanical properties of woods# because there 
are some trees that are softwoods by type# such as long-leaf 
pine and yew# which are much harder than many hardwoods 
such as basswood# poplar# and aspen* Hardwoods are sometimes 
called "deciduous” trees due to the fact that they lose 
their leaves in the winter months % whereas# the softwoods 
are known as "evergreens” or "conifers” for the reason that 
they keep their leaves all the year round and bear cones# 
but tamarack and cypress are exceptions to this classifies* 
tion since they have no leaves in the winter months*

The wood of a tree la composed of two distinct 
parts— first the sapwood# which is the outer* light-colored 
part of the tree* fhia is the living portion of the wood 
because it contains the cells that carry the sap throughout 
the tree* The second is the heartwood# which is the inner 
portion of the tree and is composed of dead cells which have 
been filled with realns and coloring matter whose nature
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is unknown. Because of those deposits in the heartwood the 
resistance of this part to decay is increased#

Fhysieal Propertiea of Wood

The physical properties of a substance are those 
which are manifested without any chemical change taking place, 
as weight# hardness# color# absorption of moisture# etc.2 
The physical properties of woods used for mine timber are not 
of great Importance at the present time. In only a few mines 
is timber bought on specifications as to moisture content.
The strength of wood increases as It gets drier, and it be
comes easier to handle due to its lighter weight, This is 
about the only physical property which is given any attention 
in mine timber. Any other physical property of wood Is 
relatively unimportant from the viewpoint of the mine operator.

Mechanical Properties of Wood

The mechanical properties of wood are of much greater 
Importance than any of its other properties* Compressive# 
tensile# shearing# cross-breaking strengths and resistance 
to shock are of importance and hence will be discussed in 
greater detail*

The mechanical properties of a substance may be 
defined as those properties which enable it to resist external 
forces which tend to change its shape or aise.$ The failure

^Koehler# A. ibid'"page' 4*'     " ' ' .. ' ' "  ' ' " ~ '
%oehler# A. ibid• # page 4.



of a piece of wood can be explained aa being the result of 
the internal stresses exceeding the forces of cohesion of 
particles at that point and resulting in a permanent deform- 
ation. fhe internal stresses are caused by the action of 
external forces on the wood* frh@se forces, more or less, 
change the shape of the wood and thus create the internal 
forces which are e<gual to the external forces and balance 
them until the external forces are too great and then the 
wood fails*

COMPRESSIVE STRKMQXH OF WOOD

fhe compressive strength of wood is the resistance 
offered by the wood to forces which tend to crush it. fhis 
is one of the important factors whleh governs the design of 
posts, which are the more or leas vertical members of the 
mine timber-sets* Compressive strengths in timber are de
termined along the grain and across the grain (Fig. 1 and 2)* 
For our purpose the strength of timber along the grain is of 
greater importance since posts have to support ail weight 
parallel to the grain* When wood falls in compression along 
the grain a buckling or wrinkling is observed* this forms a 
ridge which usually extends at an angle across the tangential 
face but at right angles to the grain on the radial side 
(Fig. 3).

As the load increases# in compression perpendicular 
to the grain, more and more fibers become flattened out, and 
a definite maximum load, beyond which there is an abrupt
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decrease la strength, la never reached* Strength across the 
grain In compression is used in designing bearings and in 
determining the sizes of tenons and Mortises* fable 1 gives 
compressive strengths* both parallel and perpendicular to 
the grain# of some woods used in mine timbering*

The moisture content of the wood plays an Important 
part in its resistance to compression* in green wood the 
fibers are full of moisture and so are very flexible j thus# 
they bend over in a gradual curve without breaking* In dry 
wood the fibers are less flexible and so they buckle more 
abruptly* In very dry wood# such as kiln-dried wood# the 
fibers are stiff and they break rather than buckle| therefore# 
they separate rather suddenly when the wood falls* in green 
and air-dried wood the failure is not sudden but gradual— the 
wood Ogives” to a certain extent before it starts to fail ’ 
gradually* The above discussion holds true only in cases 
where the load on the wood is vertical or parallel to the 
grain* if, however# there are other forces acting on the 
wood at the same time as the vertical load# such as swelling 
walls and floors# the situation is more complicated*

fgMSlhS STRgaKKPH OF WOOD

The tensile strength of wood may be defined as its 
resistance to forces which tend to pull it apart* This type 
of strength in wood is not utilised except in girts and 
braces that tie one timber-set to the next* Most of the 
forces met with in underground mines are those that tend to



crush and not to pull apart* As a matter of fact, wood has 
a very great tensile strength, but it is exceedingly hard to 
utilise it since bolts and other fastenings shear off the 
wood before it fails under direct tension* Table 1 gives 
strength in tension perpendicular to the grain*

SHEARIHG STREM0TH OF WOOD

The shearing strength of wood may be defined as 
the resistance a material offers to forces which tend to 
slide one portion of the material over the other* This type 
of stress is often met with in mine timbers* In fact, 
shearing forces constitute a large portion of the stresses 
in a mine timber* The shearing stress of wood is much 
greater across the grain than along the grain* It is easier 
to slide the fibers over each other along the grain than 
across the grain* However, pure shear alone seldom causes 
failure in timber-seta, as it is usually accompanied by 
other stresses* Pure shear is due to tension and compres
sion stresses set up in a beam or column under load; these 
stresses not being equal and uniform In the same directions 
throughout the member, there is a tendency toward sliding 
of the parts over each other* This tendency to shear is 
greatest at the neutral plane, but it may also take place 
above or below the neutral axis if any of these portions 
are weakened by some defect In the wood*

In comparatively long beams, where the length to 
width ratio is large, failure in shear is only a weakening



fable 1
Strength proper ties of some wood a used .In, the mines

Maximum
Shearing

* 'Ilearing 
strength fir* I®maximum

lam# of wood
Farallsl 
to grain 
lb/sf.in

Perpen
dicular
to grain 
Ib/sq.in

strength 
parallel 
to grain
lb/S«|,ia

perpen
dicular 
to grain 
ib/iq.in

load,in
in^lb^
eu.in.

Cedar, western 2,750 
rod

340 710 210 6*0

Douglas fir, 
eeast&X
region

3,410 510 930 200 6.8

Douglas, fir 
Hooky it* 
region

3,O§0 450 880 350 6*8

Fir, balsam 2,400 210 610 180 447
Fir, whit# 2,810- 360 750 200 343
Oak, red 3,520 800 1,220 740 12.6
Oak, whits 3,520 850 1,270 770 11.3
Fins,
pondsrosa 2,400 360 680 410 5i 1

Fin®, sugar 2,530 350 680 350 5.4
Fins, western 
whits

24650 890 640 3.0

Redwood 4.200 520 800 ***** 7.4
Sprue®,
Engslstann

1,980 290 590 4.9

Sprue®, Sitka 2,670 340 760 350 6.3
T&m&raek 3,480 480 800 410 7.2

fable taken from; Wood Handbook, issued by H# S. Department 
of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0*, 1935*
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process, and does not as a rule cause collapse* She collapse 
is usually caused by the failure of the fibers at the top or 
bottom of the beam by compression or tension respectively*
In comparatively short beams the loads are such that they cause 
maximum shearing stresses rather than tension and compression 
in top and bottom fibers! therefore* the beam fails in shear* 
fable 1 gives shearing strengths perpendicular to the grain*

CKQSS~BRBAiam STRBNQTH OF WOOD

The cross-breaking of wood is the resistance offered 
by a wood beam supported at both ends and under an increasing 
load to bending. It is in this type of stress that the 
tensile strength and compressive strength of wood play an 
important part* because cross-breaking strength is nothing 
more than a proportional combination of tensile and ©omprea** 
aive strengths* the lower part of a loaded beam is under 
severe tension while the upper portion is in compression. 
Failures in beams usually occur because of one of these por* 
tlons under stress, giving way and collapsing* The toughness 
of wood largely depends on the ratio of the strength in 
tension along the grain to the strength in compression along 
the grain* By toughness is meant the flexibility* If a 
piece of wood has a tensile strength several times that of 
compressive strength* it can be bent a great deal before it 
breaks* because the fibers on the compression side will 
buckle before the failure occurs on the tension side* If*
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however, the tensile strength about equals the compressive 
strength# then the beam will break across the tension side 
without much bending*

The compression and tension stresses are greatest 
at top and bottom fibers respectively and decrease gradually 
towards the neutral axis# where there are no tension or com
pression stresses* The fibers on the compression side of a 
beam fail first, because wood is weaker In compression than 
in tension* This causes the neutral axis to shift towards 
the tension side* the result of this shifting of the neutral 
axis is greater stress on the tension side resulting in 
failure at that point* Table 1 gives values of work to 
maximum load in bending# for some woods used in mine timbering*

RESISTANCE fQ SHOCK

Shock resisting ability of wood may also be called 
"tougbaas-s*# but here toughness means the ability of wood to 
absorb energy or resist shock* The wood has to be strong 
In cross-breaking strength, and at the same time it must bend 
considerably before it breaks to rank high In this respect*
In other words# it must be able to absorb a great deal of 
work before it falls* A piece of wood strong as a beam is 
not necessarily "tough”; for example# a piece of yellow pine 
and a piece of oak have the same strength as a beam# but 
oak bends much more than yellow pine before it breaks* In 
other words# more work has to be done on the oak* therefore 
it is considered to be much tougher than yellow pine* As a



rule, softwoods or conifers will not bend as much as the 
hardwoods, but they have about the same strength as a beam*
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WQQSS USED IN MXHE TIMBERINO

There are many fact of* which affect the nee of wood 
for different types of work in any well-organized mine* the 
nature of underground forces met with at the particular local** 
ity is an important factor* the author has seen grizzley 
drift timber-sets crushed in 10 to 15 days due to the weight 
of the heavy ground around them at a mine where the block* 
caving system of mining is practiced* An inferior type of 
wood could be used in this mine for this purpose just as well* 
since no matter how good the wood is* it will not have much 
resistance to the terrific pressures*

Moisture content of the mine air is important since 
a high percentage of moisture will promote fungus growth 
which hastens wood decay* In order to grow and develop* the 
fungus has to have much moisture# favorable temperature# and 
some air# Temperature in mines is Important since it is one 
of the factors that favors fungus growth on timber. Tempera
tures between 70 and 90 degrees F* are especially well suited 
for fungus growth* Fungi will not grow in temperatures 
above 120 degrees F* and at very low temperatures* as seen 
from observations (Table 2). ventilation in mines is very 
Important* Still air will promote fungus growth; clean fresh 
air minimises fungus growth* This means that by proper ventila
tion the life of timbers might be prolonged considerably*

Table 2 gives some observations on the effect of 
ventilation* temperature and relative humidity on wood decay*
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Examples 1 to 5 show that there Is no demy with any one or 
more of the necessary feetors absent, .Examples 6 to 8 show 
that decay Is retarded at temperatures 92 to 98 degrees F* 
even though lack of ventilation and high humidity are favor
able to fungus growth* Examples 9 and 10 show two different 
conditions in the same mine, one hot and humid, the other 
cool and fairly dry, with strong ventilation* In the first 
ease, the timbers decayed.in 0 months# and in the other they 
stayed In place for 12 years* Examples 11 to 80 show that 
decay caused by fungus Is favored by poorly ventilated# humid 
places# between temperature# 51*5 and S3 degrees F* Examples 
2 and 3 Illustrate that very dry and very wet timber does 
not decay easily*

the water in the mine is also very important* Where 
water drips over the timber# it has been noticed that the 
wood is preserved much better than where the wood is exposed 
to the air* fhls is mostly due to the fact that the water 
covers the wood and thus prevents the oxygen, necessary for 
fungus growth# to come in contact with it* If the mine water 
contains any dissolved minerals or salts such as copper 
sulphate* etc#* it has a decidedly favorable effect on the 
wood* fhe salts in the water act as wood preservative# and 
thus prevent any fungus growth*

Unfortunately# almost all of the above-mentioned 
factors are disregarded by many of the mine operators# and 
the cheapest timber available is generally used* with the
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Table 2
*£eal data from study of mine**timber decay In mines

ISf
of dears'1 'Sea** yentilaWon ‘tem '' Rela Decay

am In tion uireu- um&x* pera tive
P tim place In lation tion ture hule ber mine of dry mid—

working bulb My....
1 Yellow

pine
Seve
ral

Drift None Hot 99 99 None

2 Mt*fir 25 Level Good ©ry#eool 69 86 i»

5 « 15 Drift Slight Dry 77 87 tt

4 » 7 X-cut Good it 78 88 Slight
5 it 9 Drift ti it 78 88 n

6 Yellow
pine

Seve
ral

Aban *d 
X-cut Bone Hot 92 99 *t

7 it 3/4 Level Slight w 94 98 it

8 «t 3 Shaft Bone ft 97 98 None
9 »» 2/5 Drift

end
* Hot,humid 83 96 Marked

10 « 12 Level Strong Fairly dry 74 82 None
11 H Level Bone Humid 83 m Marked
12 Fir, I 

pine 2 toll Drift* 
X—out

Slight it 70-79 91-92 Severe

13 «
»t

Seve
ral

Level f» « 77| 94 it
14 Many Drift

end
None Vitiated 84 99 «t

15 mm mu mm 1 Level Slight 60 98
16 eeaifer-wi*' Few t> None «i 64 96 ft
17 » X-eut » it 64 100 «

18 Yellow 
pine

2 19 Slight Gool,
humid

60 96 H

19 t 18 Old ma
gazine Stag

nate
Warm,
humid 68} 98 n

20 Mt*fir Many Level Slight Cool,
humid S l i 97 ft

t a k e n f r o m j  ,rflln e  'M m ber^  T to ^ e r /'l^ . S * &' f t i f f t , 1"’’! . ! 1*
U.S*B*M, Bulletin No* 250*



result that they fail in a very short time and have to be 
replaced at great cost* If, however, these factors are given 
full importance and timber chosen accordingly, value received 
almost always justifies the extra cost*

fhe most common woods used in mine timbering, in 
the western United States, are: spruce, yellow pine, Douglas
fir, or Oregon pine, sugar pine, fir, hull (pinon) pine, oak, 
and sometimes redwood* In fact, any kind of wood that is 
available at the mine has been used; some prospectors have 
even used the tall cactus of Arizona as mine supports.

Woods that are brittle should never be used in mines 
as supports* They usually fall all of a sudden, without the 
slightest warning, and are therefore dangerous. Redwood la 
comparatively brittle, but it has been used in mines in 
California, where the pressures were not excessive, and has 
given good service * Some of the sets have stood up for as 
long as 30 years.

Oak probably is the Ideal wood to use in mines* It 
is tough, strong, and sufficiently flexible to make a very 
satisfactory mine support* the only trouble with oak is its 
high cost, and this is usually high enough to make its use 
prohibitive. Generally speaking, higher strength woods such 
as spruce, Oregon fir, etc*, should be used in places where 
long life is expected* Places like haulage drifts, shaft 
stations, or ventilation drifts should never be timbered with 
inferior quality woods * on the other hand, places like stopes



should not be timbered with expensive timber since the 
service expected of the wood In such pisses is very short, 
and any ether inexpensive timber would probably do the work 
Just as well, fables 1, 2, and 3 give some characteristics 
of woods used in mines.



fable 3
Characteristic properties of some woods used In Mines

Name of wood
cubic

£ per' 
foot

Relative
strength

Strength in compression 
parallel to grain

Green 
lba * Air 

dried 
lbs .

in bend
ing com-
oakwlOO

Relative
strength 
compared 
to oak*IOC

Strength as a 
beam or post

Cedar, weetern 
red 24 22 55 75 WeakFir# balsam 45 25 57 68 »

Fir#Douglas 40 31 Si 97 Moderately
» a 34 32 73 83

strongModerately
Fir# White 56 26 69 79

weak« ti
Fine#

Loblolly 54 30 88 104 StrongPine#
Lodgepol© 33 28 59 72 WeakFine# White 39 30 m 87 Moderately

Fine#
ponderoaa 44 26 55 63

weak
Weakn f» 47 29 63 74 Moderately

Sprue© # Engolmann 46 23 46 51
weak 

Very weak
Sprue©, Sitka 33 26 64 74 Moderately
Sprue©, White 35 30 63 72

weakit «
tamarack 47 38 83 99 * strong
Oak# White 5© 48 94 100 « a
Oak# Red 65 45 94 97 « it
Oak# Swamp

white 6© 52 114 124 Very strong
Hickory#Shagbark 63 49 131 143 n n

fable taken from: *Min© timber*# Horner# R. E« & Fufft# H.E.
U,S.EM. Bulletin Mo. 235.



WOOD USED IN MODEL TIMBER-SETS

the wood used In these tests was clear California 
redwood, this wood was chosen because it probably approx
imates the properties of the actual timbers in operation 
better than any other wood when used in models#* The redwood 
used was kiln dried# straight grained# and free from defects# 

The redwoods are classified as softwoods# therefore 
they have the general structural characteristics of softwoods# 
The redwood is without pores# has an even grain and a coarse 
texture# it is a wood in which the seasonal zones are not 
strikingly variable in width or contour# and it has a heart- 
wood of deep reddish brown. Redwoods grow only in one place 
in the world and that is on a small stretch of about 30 
miles in width on the immediate coast of the Pacific Ocean 
from the Oregon line on the north to a point just south of 
Santa Barbara in California* These trees are known to be the 
tallest trees in the world# with Individual trees growing to 
a diameter of 20 feet and a height of 368 feet#^

Redwood# in general# is one of the most durable 
woods, and the ease with which the less durable aapwood can 
be distinguished from its unusually high percentage of heart- 
wood makes it an all-around utility wood# This wood also has 
a definite resistance to termites and is# therefore# used
*8aily# Richard S ”to ̂ ŝ rch'̂ 'of '"a" Better Drift set*™
Engineering and Mining Journal# November 1938* Page 40*
5Holtman# Dudley F* "Wood Construction - Principles-Practice 
-Details* McGraw-Hill Book Go*# Mew York, 1929. Page 34*



mostly in foundation work, in tunnel timbers# and railroad 
ties# Besides being very durable# redwood la generally 
s t might-grained, light In might# and non-reslnous. It 
does not warp or shrink even when exposed to the sun*



fRESSBHEB MOB ID  MINE .0P E M I0S

A detailed study and discussion of pressure* in 
mine openlnga Is not Intended herej since this investiga
tion does not deal with ground forces and their movements*. 
However* some factors governing ground pressures in mines 
will be presented briefly with the Intention of preparing a 
basis for future discussions in connection with laboratory 
loading methods*

Pressures always exist in .mine openings even if 
there is no visible indication* These pressures are due to 
the weight of the material overlying the opening* Stresses 
are set up as soon as the first opening is made* and they 
continue to act until equilibrium is restored* These stresses 
are caused by the removal of the material in making the open
ing* This excavation disturbs the existing equilibrium in 
the strata* and the surrounding material tends to restore the 
pre-existing equilibrium* This equilibrium may be reached 
in two ways: (1) If the -material is strong enough to
support Itself it will span the opening and retain its 
natural arch* This natural arch is the result of the fail
ures of the Immediate roof* The material under the arch* 
which has no support* falls and exposes the natural arch* 
and after this no further failure will occur unless the 
equilibrium Is again disturbed. (2} If the material Is 
weak and can not support its own weight* it will tend to fall*



This falling will continue until it has either reached the 
surface and it can no mere fail# or, if the distance to the 
surface Is too great* until the opening is filled by the 
fallen material* 'This fallen material* however, will continue 
to be compressed by the surrounding strata until it regains 
its original consistency*

In mines we deal# in general# with three types of 
grounds; these grounds may be classified into more cr lea's 
distinct types# which will hereafter be known as heavy ground* 
strong ground# and weak ground* Heavy ground is one in which 
the forces are concentrated to such an extent as to break 
down the walls* backs* floors# and particularly the natural 
arch of the material* Heavy ground* as a rule# requires very 
strong support* Strong ground la on® that has sufficient 
adhesive and cohesive strength to enable it to stand up over 
the usual mine opening without support* This type of ground 
is the easiest type to work with* a good example being open 
atoping methods where the stopes are huge openings which 
stand up without any kind of support* Weak ground is on® 
in which the forces are distributed and which possesses no 
adhesive or cohesive strength* This type of ground can be 
easily supported* since the only support needed is to hold 
that pi rt of the ground which is immediately under the 
natural arch of the material* The p* assure exerted by this 
type of ground is relatively negligible, but if th® natural 
arch is not jr eserved it will start spelling or otherwise 
failing.
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The above bypee of grounds may be due to geologic 
effects which have resulted in planes of weakness# Heavy 
ground, as a rule, is caused by faults and fissures or contact 
lines between the vein and the footwall or the hangingwall# 
These faults and fissures create planes of weakness along 
which the rock masses may move (Fig# 4)# Strong ground is 
due to the adhesive and cohesive strengths of the rock material 
(Fig* 5) * Weak ground is usually caused by loose, cracked, 
and closely jointed material, such as a placer deposit, filled 
stopes, some hematite deposits in Great Lakes district, etc# 
(Fig# 6). Bie material in such places is almost free flowing, 
like dry sand} therefore, tlmber-aets have to be lagged to 
keep the openings from filling# However, these timber-sets 
are not very heavy, since the ground that is supported does 
not exert great jr assures*

Laboratory Loading Methods

In the laboratory, three different loading methods 
were used— uniformly distributed loading, directional loading, 
and uniformly distributed loading with a systematic interrupt 
tion of the loading, the last being a variation of the first 
method*

The uniformly distributed loading was achieved by 
exerting |r assure on sand through a piston* The sand was 
placed In a pressure box, completely surrounding the lagging 
covered timber^set model* Duplication of forces exerted by 
weak ground was attempted in this method of loading*



Uniformly distributed loading with systematic
Interruptions of the loading was attempb ed to determine if
this type of loading affected the ultimate strengths of the
timbers. The descent of the compression head was arrested
every 10,000 pounds, for an Interval of IB minutes. This
was continued until the timber model was crushed# Pressures
in practice are very cf ten spasmodic in nature— they act for
a while, then stop for a period, and then start again. It
was with the Intention of reproducing this type of pressure
that the interrupted loading tests were attempted,

The direct loading method was achieved by exerting
the pressure through a compression head so constructed as
to fit over the caps and angle members of the unlagged
timber^set models# In this way, vertical pressure over only
the top part of the sets was produced* This method may be
compared with pressures exerted by heavy ground (Fig# 4) *

The laboratory methods* however, differ greatly
from the actual loading conditions* especially in the rate
of load application* In the laboratory tests, the sets were
crushed in an average of 20 minutes each* In the field, the
actual crushing of timber may take years* In other words,
the pressures encountered in p* actlee are usually applied at
a very much slower rate than they are in experimental work*
This factor may have an important bearing on the ultimate
strength of the timbers* The timbers may be considered to
adjust themselves to the pressures and thus stand up under 
greater loads, if the rate of application Is slow# On the
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other hand, the slow application of the load may cause 
fatigue stresses in the timbers, which tend to weaken them#
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oommvoTim or tag pressure box

Th© box in which the model sets were tested is 
called the pressure box (Fig. 7), The box was constructed 
with kiln-dried ponderesa pine, also known as California 
pine, Heavy wood was used to make the box, so that It would 
stand up under th© high pressuresj for dimensions and details 
of construction refer to Fig, 7.

Since sand was going to be used as pressure trans
mitting agent in the box# and since sand is a very abrasive 
material, 1/8 inch sheet iron was used to line two sides and 
th© back of the box. The box is equipped with four sand 
discharge porta* These ports# two on each side# are If inches 
from the bottom of the box. The inside edges of the holes 
wore beveled dff to make it easier for the sand to be dis
charged* The sheet iron lining on the sides also acts as covers 
for the portai they can be raised to uncover the ports when 
necessary.

The box was further strengthened by two braces (Fig*
8) which keep the box from expanding when under pressure* The 
braces were constructed of |xlfx!6f inch angle iron* Two 
lengths of these bars were tightened around the box by means 
of two fxl© inch carriage bolts* Two such braces were placed 
at about 4 and 8 inches above the base of the box*

The piston (Fig, 9) was constructed of two pieces 
of 2-inch ponderosa pine stock* planed on both sides and glued
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Fig* 12 
Testing Machine

Fig* 13
Front view of the pressure box



Fig. 14
Side view of 'the pressure box

Fig. 15 
fop view of the pressure box



together with hot hid© glue in a cross-grain fashion to give 
a stiff block of wood* The piston 1© lined on the top and 
bottom with 1/8-inch sheet iron to protect the wood surfaces 
from th® abrasive action of th© sand, and to give a smooth 
and hard surface for the pressure head on the compression 
machine, the piston fits tightly into the box and can be 
lifted In or out of it by screwing a bolt into a hole in the 
center of the block*

i’here Is an opening in front of the box, so con
structed that the models, which are mounted on boards, can 
be slipped in and out without having to open th© box, A 3/4- 
inch board, which has an opening at the bottom edge so cut 
as to fit snugly over the lagging-covered model, slips behind 
the front piece of the box and prevents th© sand from s p illin g  

out, fhe Inside of the model can be seen through the opening 
in front and the result® of the tests observed.



G0HSTOTCTXQ3* OF THE MODEL TIMBBR-3BTS

The wood used for the models was clear California 
redwood, kiln dried and straight grained. All the sets were 
constructed from Jx|- inch square lumber surfaced on all 
sides* A Universal 'Primmer was used to cut all the joint 
angles on all the set members, and hot# hide glue was used 
to glue the sets together*

Four types of set designs were constructed# three 
types of five piece arch sets# and one type of square set*
All sets were designed for a 7x8 foot mine opening, The 
scale used in building the models was 1 inch equals 2 feet# 
and the §x§ inch material represented 12x12 inch timber#
Phis gives the outside dimension on the models of 4 inches 
high by 3^ inches wide at the bottom* The arch sets are 
composed of 2 posts# 2 angle members and 1 cap, The square 
set is composed of 2 posts# 1 cap# and 1 sill# The post is 
the more or less vertical member which supports the angle 
members in the case of arch sets and the cap in the case of 
the square set* The angle members are set at an inclination 
and act as conneotionsbetwaen the posts and the caps in arch 
sets; there are no angle members in square sets* The cap la 
the more or less horizontal member that is usually directly 
beneath the back and supports it* The sill is the horizontal 
member that lies on the floor and acts as separating member 
between the bottoms of the two posts of the set* Sills are 
very often used as mine track foundation# acting in the
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capacity of tica, Refer t© Fig# 10 for detailed drawings 
of sets used In the investigation*

bagging was used to cover the sets that were tested 
under a distributed load* th© others were not lagged* Th© 
lagging used was i*x£x2 inch material and covered the outside 
of th© entire model* The models were composed of five 
individual seta spaced at 2 inch centers# which is equivalent 
to 4 feet on full scale# mounted on a flat hoard 5/8 inch 
thick* This ensemble is called the test model#

A compression head to apply the vertical pressure 
to the model was constructed for each arch set (Fig* 11)*
These were made of three pieces of wood# two sides and one 
center* The sides were so beveled that when th® three pieces 
were glued together# they would form a trough which would 
fit tightly over the top of the arch it was constructed for. 
The top of this compression head was flat so that the head 
of the compression machine would exert the pressure evenly 
over it* The compression head was further strengthened by 
driving four wooden dowels at 2«luet» centers through the three 
pieces*
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PROCEDURE .CP THE EXPERIMENTS

The test procedures will b© discussed as followsj
first# the experiments in which sand was used as pressure
mediumj and second# where the pressure was applied by direct
leading through the compression head*

To 'pat the test model into the box* the lower brace
which covers a small part of the opening in the front had to
be lowered out of the way and put back in place after the
model was in the box* Next# the piece that fits over the
lagging and covers the opening in the front is slipped in
place* As explained before* this piece prevents the sand
from spilling out* and at the same time enables one to see
the model under test*

Th© sand is then put into th© pressure box* The sand
was sized from minus 10 to plus 28 mesh* The box was filled
to a certain height for each test* This height was 2§ Inches
above the top of the lagging* The piston was then placed on
top of the sand and the whole box placed under th© pessure
head of the testing machine* The testing machine used in
these experiments is the 200*000 pound machine in the materials
testing laboratory of the Colorado School of Mines* The
pressure head of the machine was lowered into position on
top of the piston* and the test begun*

The pressure head of the machine was regulated to
descend at a rat© of 0*10 inch per minute* this being the
slowest speed on the machine* For the continuous uniform
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loading testa the experiment was continuous• Critical 
loads were recorded from the first cracking or crushing of 
the timber until final collapse of the test model# After 
the collapse of the model, the testing machine was stopped 
and the box removed * The sand was then removed from the box 
through the sand discharge ports by pulling up the side 
linings and uncovering the porta* When all the sand was 
out# the test model was removed from the box# again lowering 
the bottom brace out of the way*

In the case of interrupted loading# the procedure 
was identical with that of uniform loading# except in the 
application of the load* In this case# the descent of the 
head of the machine was arrested for 15 minutes after each 
additional 10#000 pounds* fbis interruption was contiimed 
until the model failed. After every interval# the load beam 
of the testing machine was balanced before the addition of 
the next load# and in this connection it was noticed that 
the load decreased by an average of 2000 pounds*

In the direct loading experiments no sand was used* 
The unlagged model was placed in the box as explained above* 
and the especially construeted compression head was fitted 
over it. 'The piston was then put in place* By using the 
piston head, the applied pressure was practically vertical* 
The testing machine was started and the pressure head dee* 
cehded at the same rate as in the uniform pressure testa*
The total load required to crush the models by this method 
was much less than those in the others# due to a smaller



area on which the pressure was applied. Therefore* close 
attention had to he given to the behavior of the model to 
record all the important changes* The testing machine was 
stopped when the model had failed and the pressure head 
raised prior to removing the box* Since no side pressure# 
were expected on the pressure box in these tests# the braces 
were not used* This made the placing and removing of the 
models much simpler*

The models were photographed before and after the 
tests* These photographs later served as a means to study 
the effects of the pressures and make comparisons between 
the different sets* and also between the same set under 
different loading conditions*



RSaULTS OP EXPERIMENTS

The results of the experiments ere presented in 
the following pages* In the table accompanying each teat 
sheet# the loads given are for the corresponding failure 
in the member of the set* the columns under "posts”* "caps”, 
and "angle members" give the type of member that failed and 
its location# i.e. 5E in the "posts" column means the right 
posts of the third set from the opening facing the observerf 
likewise# 2E and 3h* under "angle members" would mean the 
right angle member of the second set and the left angle me®** 
her of the third set have failed#

The photographs present the sets before and after 
testing. The models were photographed with the lagging 
before the test but the lagging was removed after the test# 
to better observe the effects of the pressures*



SAMPLE CALC0LA17XOKS FOE TABUS 4

Model iireo .under pressure!

For teats 1 to 8 inclusive
Sot.MO. 1

Sot Me* 1

Total area * 4j* (4xi) * (4e§) ** (Si&i)
% 26.62 Sfjl# An.

For testa 9 to.. .If. inclusive

Area « ĝ aciacd**
« 6.26 a*. in.

Unit stress* For all tooto
Total load

XJnlt Stress *
Sot Mo. 1 . 10#@80---------  i s ii -

■ 467.5 pal

# 4^ seta woro used to calculate tho resuita because only 
that many aets wore actually under pressure; the half of 
sot No. 1 was covered by the sand gate.

«  S sets were used to calculate these results because all 
five sets were under pressure.
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TestMo,
Sole!set 
£40 m

Area of modela under pressure sq.in.

'rPirstTfailure 1 Fitnil Collapse1'otalloadlbs. stresslb/sq.in,
rotialleadlbs. stressIto/sq.ln*

1 1 23*62 10,880 467.5 29,070 1229.8
2 2 22.72 17,700 779.1 37,880 1619.7
3 3 22.06 29,400 1334.6 35,340 1600,0
4 4 23.76 18,470 778.0 27,890 1136.S

5 1 23.62 8,350 352,9 34,500 1460,0
6 2 22.72 30 y000 1320.0 39,560 1741.8
7 3 22.06 27,170 1251.0 37,280 1690.0
8 4 23.75 16,610 715,0 33,040 1420.8

9 1 6.25 2,590 414.2 9,685 1550,0
10 2 12.75 5,960 467,5 7,170 562.1
11 3 14.00 5,300 378.5 8 , 310 894*0
12 4 11.00 2,910 264,5 8,540 322.0



fable 5

First break Final collapse
Model
set
Mo •

Uniform
loading
lb/sq.in.

Arrested
loading
lb/sq*ln.

Direct
loading
lb/sq*in*

Uniform
loading
lb/aq*in*

Arrested 
loading 
lb /a q • 1 n *

Direct
loadingIb/aq.in.

1 437*5 353.9 414 *2 1229*8 1460*0 1550.0
2 779*1 1320.0 467*5 1619*7 1741*0 562*1
3 1334.5 1231.0 378.5 1600*0 1690*0 594*0
4 €50*0 715.0 264.5 1136*6 1420.8 322*0

Table 6

Model First break as a percent of Final Collapse
set
Ho. Uniform

loading
ArrestedLoading Direct

Loading

1 36*6 24*4 26.7
2 48*2 75.8 83*3
3 83*5 72*9 63 * 8
4 68.5 50*4 82*3



Table 7

Modalset
Percent strength compared Sat I#* 1 as 100 percent

HO# First break Final collapse
Uniformloading Arrestedloading

Oirect
leading

Uniformleading
Arrestedloading

Direct
Deeding

1 100.0 100.0 1OO.0 100*0 100*0 100*0
2 169.5 376*0 113.7 133.0 119.2 36.3
3 286.0 350.0 01*3 150*0 115.9 38.3
4 166 #5 203.0 64.0 92.6 97.5 20.8



DATA OP TESTS 
fESTjL

Datai March 12, 1940 Method of Loadings Uniform
Modeli Set Ko* 1 Testing times 12 minutes

Data;

total 
load in lbs*

Members broken Remarks
Posts Caps

10,S80 3 broke through center
15,000 mrm 3 3s 4
26,000 m-mm All all caps crushed hut 

not down
0?,1TO 2,3,4 K cracking in middle
20,O*TO model collapsed

Diaouaalon;
The taps started cracking In the middle# All caps 

were crushed over the poets, hut they did not collapse#
The poets started orasking and failing after the caps were 
crushed, and they failed in quick succession*
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TEST 1

Before tasting

A f t e r  t e s t in g



TBST 2

Date2 March 18# 1940 Method of Loading: Uniform
Models Set So# 2 Seating time: 19 minutes

Bata s

Total
load 
in lbs#

Members broken
RemarksPosts Gaps

17,700 2,3,4,
36,360 2R,3B,3L,4L Right post of set 2 

twisted off at top; 
the others are crushing

37,880 The posts crushed and 
sand came In#

Discussion;
The left post of set 3 failed first by twisting 

and crushing at the top# The other posts failed in quick 
succession# the caps had crushed before the posts# but they 
did not collapse# The angle braces were not crushed to any 
great extent#
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TEST 2

After testing



TEST 3

Date* March 26* 1940 Method of loadings Uniform
Models Sat Mo* 3 Testing times 11 minute#

Data;

Total 
load 
in lbs*

Members broken
Posts Caps Angle members

AVuliUriiil

29*400 2 The caps were 
compressed but 
held up*

30*200 3,4B
31*880 2E Crushing near 

top
33*340 Bet 8 right 

angle member 
fails near top 
and arch col
lapses*

Discussioni
The caps started to fail under compression at once 

hut did not collapse and held up* The angle members started 
failing after the posts had failed near the top.



TEST 3

After testing



TOSff 4

Date* April 12, 1940 Method of loading* Uniform
Model* Set Ho# 4 Testing time* 9 sSmtei

Data;

Total 
load in lbs#

Members broken Remarks
Posts Caps Angle members

14,650 The joints opening 
up* the arch spreading

18*470 Mh Cracking
23*960 31* & E Arch failing
27*390 2 *3*41* Posts failing near 

top

Discussion *
■ The caps were almost intact* The failurea occurred 

at the joint between the post and the angle membera#
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mST 4

Before tasting

After testing



m m  s

Da to: April 19#. 1940 Method of loading! Arrested
Models Sot Ho, 1 Tooting times 60 minutes

Data:

total 
load 
in lbs*

time of 
arrest
in min*

Members broken Remarks
Posts Caps

8,350 *MiM* 2,3
10#000 15 «►«**» 4 Gap 3 is crushed
20,000 15 6
30,000 15 Bending ******

34,500 All All posts are crushed

Discussions
The caps failed first but they did not collapse, 

and at the end of the test were still fairly strong* The 
posts failed by bending Inwards and collapsed in quick sue* 
cession*



TES'f 6

Dates April 27, 1940 Method of leadings Arrested
Models Set He, 2 feeting times 68 minutes

Dates

iotal 
load 
in lbs*

time of 
arrest in mln.

Members broken Remarks
Posts Caps Angle mem*

10*000 15 *»*•«» ******
20*000 15 ***** ****** ******

30*000 15 4 **«•**» Beginning to crack
36 * 510 3R.41, — - ******
36*190 3L » — Cracking
36,840 2i>,3R seas as M*.
39,560 ****** m.mm mm mm Final collapse

Piaouaaions
the cap of Mo* 4 set cracked but did not fail 

further* fhe poets started buckling near the top* but 
failure in the angle members did not occur.



TEST 5

After testing

TEST 6

After testing



$3ST 7

Bates April 19, 1940 Method of loading; Arrested
Models Set Hor 3 Meeting times 65 minutes

Betas

‘Total 
load 
In lbs*

Time of 
arrestin sain*

Members broken
RemarksPosts Cap. Angle mem*

10,000 15 ■mmm mm mm mm mmm

20,000 15 ***» mm
27,170 2,3,4 Cracking
30,000 15 mm mm mm

34,610 m Breaking at top
33,100 m n it tt

36,480 2L Cracking
36,860 4B »

37,280 3L Collapsed

Piacuaaion;
fhe cape cracked hut did not collapse* the angle 

members started collapsing much later* fhe posts did not 
fall*



TEST 8

Date: April 19* 1940 Method of loadings Arrested
Models Set Mo* 4 Tea ting times 64 minutes

Data s

Total Time of 
arrest 
in mln*

Members broken
Rj#mnT»lr»

in lbs* Posts Caps Angle mem*
itafc<p

10*000 16 «#*►** ewe

16*610 2*3# 4X> Crushing
20*000 IS ***»«* ****«»

29*000 2*3L
2,3R

Crushing* top

30,000 IS «•**«*

SB*040 5L Collapses

All the angle members cracked at the Joint with 
poets# The posts failed at the same points# The asps were 
not offacted bj the pressures*



TES T 7

After testing

TEST 8

After testing



TESf 9

Date: April 20, 1940 Method of loading: Direct
Models Set Ho* 1 resting times 15 minutes

Dates

fetal 
load 
in lbs*

Members broken
Remarks

Posts Caps

2 #590 1,4 Started crushing
2 #710 3 Caps 3 and 4 crushing badly
4*280 All Caps are all crushed but not 

collapsing
9,685 Set 3B 

1,2 B Posts collapsed sideways, 
splitting at the top

Pi a cuasi on$
the eaps started to ©rush and break a short time 

after load was applied; this continued until the saps were 
absolutely crushed* fhe posts had sunk into the model board 
during this time# and as soon as the eaps had failed com
pletely the posts began to fall at the tops*



test IQ

Daba: April 26, 1940 Method of loadings Direct
Models Set Ho* 2 'footing times 8 minutes

Beta i

Total 
load 
in lbs*

Members broken
Feats Caps Angle mem*

iloIUal &&

6,960 «*«*** All H
7,170 All ATOh collapsing

D la c u a a lo n ;

The arch began to spread and the angle members 
started to crack* The joints opened and the aroh failed* 
The posts and the caps did not suffer much damage*
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TEST 9

After testing

TEST 10

After testing
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p k  s t  11

Date; April 26* 1940 Method of loading: Direct
Model: Set No* 3 Seating times 11 minute®

Data:

Total 
load 
in lbs*

Members broken 13 ftvne vil/ii
Posts Caps Angle mem*

HQffllfta J&B

3*300 a#>» atM•*«* Posts sinking into 
the board* no failure

6*070 mmm* Caps begin crushing
7*150 «**»« swaw m 5L*4R*2b*

3D
Crack near post Joint

0*310 ****** All

Discussion;
The jr essure caused the posts to sink into the 

model hoard* hut no damage was done* The arch seemed to 
stand up fairly well* The angle members started to fail 
near the post joints* and the posts followed* The final 
collapse occurred by the posts failing inwards*
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Dates April SO# 1940 Method of loadings Direct
Models Set Ho* 4 Testing time: 10 minutes

Data:

Total 
load 
in lbs#

mw broken
Posts Caps Angle mem#

iii a JflLfl

2,910 1#2,3#4H 
& 2,3#4#6L

All joints opened up

3 #190 *»«»«•» m* All All angle members are 
being crushed

3 #490 saw rnrnm̂m The arch is almost 
down

3# §40 The arch collapses

Discussion:
The model failed through the failure of the angle 

members* The jointa opened up first and crushing began* 
The posts and caps were Intact*
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TEST 11

After testing

TEST 12

After testing



Discussion of m m v m

The behavior of the different model sets investi
gated under uniform* arrested and direct loading methods will 
be discussed and the results obtained in each case will be 
compared*

BET HO. I

Set Ho• 1, which is a square set* is relatively 
weak in uniform and arrested loading methods, but has a 
decided superiority over all the others in direct loading 
methods* The first failures in this design occurred at a 
much smaller load than the others* ‘fhie is probably due to 
the relatively long span of the cap* where the initial 
failure occurs. The cap In this set being much longer than 
in the other sets is subjected to greater pressure* The 
failure in the cap occurs at a point directly above the 
post, where there exists a shearing action due to the edge 
of the post* The fibers over the posts are compressed, 
crushed and sheared from the rest of the cap* The cap 
finally fails at the center as a bea:v, supported at two 
ends and under uniform loading.

After the cap is crushed completely over the 
posts, the pressure is then absorbed by the posts. The 
pressure from the side combined with the vertical pressure 
finally breaica the posts, the failure occurring at a point 
near the center of the post.



As can be seen from the tabulated results, the 
square set Is beat suited for direct vertical loads* In this 
type of loading, it is from 79*2 to 61.7 percent stronger 
than the other sets* In computing percent strengths of other 
sets, the square set was taken to be 100 percent.

BET Mo.. 2

Set io*. 2 is the first of the three arch sets 
tested. It seems to be the strongest arch set Investigated 
in uniform and arrested loading methods; but it is third 
strongest In direct loading method, coming after sets Mo.l 
and Ho. 3. Its ’‘first failure” as a percent of "final fail
ure" is highest in arrested and direct loading methods.
This Indicates that the set is capable'of standing up to 
pressures without any apparent damage, then failing suddenly 
and completely. This set seems to be best suited for ar
rested type of loading.

The failures in arrested and uniform loading methods 
occurred first In the caps and then finally In the posts, 
causing collapse, the failure ©f the cap may be attributed 
to the squeezing action of the arch,and the failure in the 
posts is probably due to the length of the posts* in direct 
loading, the failures occurred in the angle members, result
ing in the spreading out of the arch and causing final col
lapse* The arch probably failed because there were no side 
pressures to keep it in place. Arch type sets are decidedly



Inferior to square sets under direct loading conditions* Ho 
inward batter of posts was observed in arrested and uniform 
loading methods, but in direct loading method the posts were 
battered outward, due to the spreading of the arch*

BIST »Q . 5

Set Mo* 3 is the second type of arch set tested.
The posts in this set are battered inwards at an angle of 
4 degrees from vertical and equal, in length, to the angle 
members* The cap was shorter than the caps in the other arch 
sets.

There seems to be little choice between this set 
and set Mo* 2 in strength, both being of almost the same 
strength, Although stronger than set Mo* 1 in uniform and 
arrested loading methods, it is slightly weaker than set 
Mo* 2m This sot has the same disadvantage as set Mo. 2, in 
that it withstands pressure up to a certain limit without 
any visible changes and then starts failing suddenly* In 
direct loading this set is beat of the arch seta; this is 
most probably due to the fact that the angle membera of this 
set are at a much steeper angle than in the other sets, and 
the posts are bettered inwards* The higher arch thus formed 
transfers the vertical pressure to the posts and has much 
less tendency to spread out, duo to the inward batter of 
the posts*

The failures in this set occurred first in the caps, 
and final collapse occurred in the angle members* Under all



methods of leading except in direct loading where the angle 
members cracked first and then finally collapsed, they are 
squeezed and crushed by the arch hut do not fail otherwise• 
The angle members failed at a point just above the Joint with 
the posts, the falling action being that of buckling Inwards 
and finally shearing off* The posts suffered little or no 
damage, but any failing that occurs takes place near the top*

SET Ho* 4

Bet Mo* 4 is the third and last type of arch set 
tested, its angle members are set at an angle of 45 degrees 
and its posts are longer than the other arch set posts. All 
these combine to make this set the weakest set tested. One 
advantage this set 3ms over the other arch sets is the fact 
that initial failure occurs at a much smaller load than the 
final collapse# giving plenty of warning before collapsing. 
This set, although stronger than set Mo, 1 In respect to 
initial failure, is weaker in respect to final collapsing 
load, under uniform and arrested loading methods. There is 
an increase of 25.1 percent In arrested loading over unifora 
loading methods.

The failures in this set occurred in the angle 
members first and then the posts failed near the top and 
caused collapse* Before any failure occurred, however, the 
joints opened up due to the spreading of the arch under the 
Initial load, but this spreading action soon ceased. Mover* 
theless# this opening up of the Joints was enough to
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concentrate atresses at the outer edges of the joints where 
the membera were atill in contact# fhla undoubtedly resulted 
in the first failure of the angle members* As the load in
creased, the spreading of the arch began again* It was this 
action that caused the angle members to bear down on top of 
the posts at an angle of less than 45 degrees and thus force 
them to bend outward, this resulted in the ultimate collapse 
of the sets# fhe caps did not suffer any damage at all, 
Indicating that the pressures were transferred to the posts 
through the angle members# fhcee failed before enough 
stresses could be concentrated in the caps to cause failure# 
fhis type of set is not suitable for any type of loading, 
not being strong enough under great pressures* However, under 
moderately low pressures they would serve admirably*

tEB EFFECTS OF 1A0OIHQ OH SEfS

fhe effects of lagging on the strengths of the sets 
is not definitely known* However, it may be said that they 
tend to distribute the pressure evenly over the model sets 
without affecting their load-carrying capacity* fhe lagging 
also keeps out the sand very efficiently*

Extra heavy lagging was used in these investigations* 
This is contrary to usual practice* fhe reason for doing this 
was that in tests the breaking of the model sets was being 
studied, and therefore it was imperative that the lagging 
should not break before the model sets did* In actual practice, 
however, the reverse la truef the lagging is made weaker so



that it will break before the timber-aeta will, sine© It la 
much easier to replace the lagging than timber-sets*

THE EFFECT OF ELHE OK MB JOINTS
of the sets

fhe effect of the hide glue used in Jointing the aet 
members on the strength of the model sets is another unknown 
factor* In actual practice the set members are framed and 
thus fitted together* Although this gives a rigid structure, 
it is also flexible at the Joints* In this way the sets 
adjust themselves to any minor pressures without stresses 
being built up at the joints*

fhe tests have shown that the glued members do not
form a strong joint; in fact, they form a fairly weak one*
fhe joints open up under small pressures* However, whether 
even this much strength in the joint has any effect on the 
final result was not determined*

EFFECTS OF ARKESTBP LOAPIHO m  THE SETS

In comparing the results obtained by tests under 
uniform loading, it will be observed that there is a definite 
difference in the final collapsing loads of the sets* fhe
sets stood up under a greater load of 5*5 percent in the case
of set Mo* 3 to 25*1 percent in the case of set Mo* 4, under 
arrested loading than under uniform loading* fhis behavior 
of the sets may be explained as being due to the readjustment



of the fibers in the wood during the constant load period* 
There Is a question as to whether this would hold true if 
the constant load period was prolonged indefinitely. It 
would seem that a short je riod of constant load such as the 
one used in these investigations may help the fibers to re* 
adjust themselves* However, an increase in this time, it 
seems, would tend to set up fatigue stresses in the already 
stressed fibers and further weaken them*

During the arrested loading tests, it was observed 
that as soon as the constant load was begun, the load on the 
model decreased* fhis decrease is about 10 percent of the 
load at the beginning of the constant load period* This may 
be due to all or any one of the following: the "giving** of
the model or the box; the sinking of the posts into the 
boards; the compression of the lagging around the sets; or 
the crushing of the sand particles*
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Some very interesting results have been obtained by 
this investigation regarding the behavior of timber-set models 
under different types of loading* However, although indica
tive, these tests are by no means sufficient to form definite 
conclusions. More tests should be made duplicating those 
already made and checking the results obtained* More investi
gations should be made to determine the effects of lagging, 
glue used in the joints, spacing of sets, time of no-load 
period in arrested loading method* Tests should also be made 
with other types of set design* Only after all these tests 
are completed and results obtained and tabulated will it be 
possible to arrive at certain definite conclusions as he the 
most efficient type of set design under a particular condition*
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